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We construct digital (t, s)-sequences in a prime-power base q for which the
quality parameter t has the least possible order of magnitude. The construction
uses algebraic function fields over the finite field of order q which contain many
places of degree 1 relative to the genus.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The construction of low-discrepancy sequences is not only a fundamental
problem in the theory of uniform distribution of sequences, but also of
great importance for quasi-Monte Carlo methods in numerical analysis.
For the latter aspect we refer to the books of Hua and Wang [4] and
Niederreiter [15] and to the survey articles of Niederreiter [11] and Spanier
and Maize [25].
Modern methods for the construction of s-dimensional low-discrepancy
sequences are based on the concept of a (t, s)-sequence. Until recently, the
best general method for the construction of (t, s)-sequences was the method
of Niederreiter [13], which operates in rational function fields over finite
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fields. Then a new method using global function fields was sketched by
Niederreiter [16, 17] and worked out in detail and in an improved form by
Niederreiter and Xing [18]. This method yields some improvements on the
earlier construction in [13].
In the present paper we introduce a new way of using global function
fields for the construction of (t, s)-sequences. The key idea is to work with
global function fields containing many places of degree 1. This method
yields significantly better results than all previous methods. In fact, we will
show that the (t, s)-sequences obtained by this method are, in a sense,
asymptotically optimal (see Section 5).
With regard to low-discrepancy point sets and sequences we follow the
notation and terminology in the book of Niederreiter [15]. For s $ 1 let
I s 5 [0, 1)s be the half-open s-dimensional unit cube. The following concept
is fundamental. For integers b $ 2 and 0 # t # m, a (t, m, s)-net in base
b is a point set consisting of bm points in I s such that every subinterval J
of I s of the form
J 5 p
s
i51
[ai b2di, (ai 1 1)b2di)
with integers di $ 0 and 0 # ai , bdi for 1 # i # s and of volume bt2m
contains exactly bt points of the point set. The number t is sometimes called
the ‘‘quality parameter’’ or ‘‘uniformity parameter.’’ Clearly, smaller values
of t mean stronger uniformity properties of the net.
The sequence analogs of (t, m, s)-nets are the (t, s)-sequences to be
defined in Section 2. We concentrate mainly on the most important family
of (t, s)-sequences, namely digital (t, s)-sequences constructed over finite
rings. Within this family, the crucial case is the one where the finite ring
is a finite field Fq of order q. In Section 3 we describe our new class of
digital (t, s)-sequences constructed over Fq which is obtained from global
function fields over Fq. By optimizing this construction, we get digital (Vq(s),
s)-sequences constructed over Fq for every dimension s and every prime
power q, where the quality parameter Vq(s) depends only on q and s. The
construction yields, in particular, (t, m, s)-nets in base q with t independent
of m. A detailed study of the quantity Vq(s) is carried out in Section 4.
Using results on class field towers of global function fields, we show that
for fixed q we have Vq(s) 5 O(s) as s R y. According to a lower bound
in Section 5, this is the best possible order of magnitude for the quality
parameter in the family of digital (t, s)-sequences. In all previous construc-
tions the quality parameter grows at least like s log s as s R y. In Section
5 we also derive consequences for digital (t, s)-sequences constructed over
finite rings. In Section 6 we introduce an elementary principle which leads
to further improvements on some bounds.
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2. DIGITAL CONSTRUCTIONS OVER FINITE RINGS
The digital method for the construction of (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-
sequences was introduced in [12, Section 6]; compare also with [15, Section
4.3]. We fix a commutative ring R with identity and of finite order b $ 2.
We write Zb 5 h0, 1, . . . , b 2 1j for the least residue system mod b. If
the integers m $ 1 and s $ 1 are given, then the construction of (t, m, s)-
nets in base b by the digital method proceeds by choosing the following:
(N1) bijections cr: Zb R R for 0 # r # m 2 1;
(N2) bijections h(i)j : R R Zb for 1 # i # s and 1 # j # m;
(N3) elements c(i)j,r [ R for 1 # i # s, 1 # j # m, and 0 # r # m 2 1.
For n 5 0, 1, . . . , bm 2 1 let
n 5 Om21
r50
ar(n)br with all ar(n) [ Zb
be the digit expansion of n in base b. We put
x(i)n 5 Om
j51
y(i)n, j b2j for 0 # n , bm and 1 # i # s,
with
y(i)n, j 5 h
(i)
j SOm21
r50
c(i)j,r cr(ar(n))D[ Zb for 0 # n , bm, 1 # i # s, 1 # j # m,
and define the point set
xn 5 (x(1)n , . . . , x(s)n ) [ Is for n 5 0, 1, . . . , bm 2 1.
If this point set is a (t, m, s)-net in base b, then it is called a digital (t, m,
s)-net constructed over R.
Before we describe the digital method for the construction of sequences,
we introduce further notation. Let I s denote the closed s-dimensional unit
cube. Given a base b $ 2 and a real number x [ [0, 1], let
x 5 Oy
j51
yj b2j with all yj [ Zb
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be a b-adic expansion of x, where the case yj 5 b 2 1 for almost all j is
allowed. For an integer m $ 1 we define the truncation
[x]b,m 5 Om
j51
yj b2j.
It should be emphasized that this truncation operates on the expansion of
x and not on x itself, since it may yield different results depending on which
b-adic expansion of x is used. If x 5 (x(1), . . . , x(s)) [ I s and the x(i),
1 # i # s, are given by prescribed b-adic expansions, then we define
[x]b,m 5 ([x(1)]b,m , . . . , [x(s)]b,m).
Note that we always have [x]b,m [ Is.
Now we fix again a ring R as above with uRu 5 b. For a given dimension
s $ 1 we choose the following:
(S1) bijections cr : Zb R R for r $ 0, with cr(0) 5 0 for all sufficiently
large r;
(S2) bijections h(i)j : R R Zb for 1 # i # s and j $ 1;
(S3) elements c(i)j,r [ R for 1 # i # s, j $ 1, and r $ 0.
For n 5 0, 1, . . . let
n 5 Oy
r50
ar(n)br
be the digit expansion of n in base b, where ar(n) [ Zb for r $ 0 and
ar(n) 5 0 for all sufficiently large r. We put
x(i)n 5 Oy
j51
y(i)n,jb2j for n $ 0 and 1 # i # s, (1)
with
y(i)n,j 5 h
(i)
j SOy
r50
c(i)j,r cr(ar(n))D[ Zb for n $ 0, 1 # i # s, and j $ 1.
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Note that the sum over r is always a finite sum. Now we define the sequence
xn 5 (x(1)n , . . . , x(s)n ) [ Is for n 5 0, 1, . . . . (2)
DEFINITION 1. Let t $ 0 be an integer. If the sequence in (2) has the
property that for all integers k $ 0 and m . t the points [xn]b,m with
kbm # n , (k 1 1)bm form a (t, m, s)-net in base b, then the sequence in
(2) is called a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R. Here the truncations
are required to operate on the expansions in (1). A sequence which is a
digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R for some R of order b is called
a digital (t, s)-sequence in base b.
Remark 1. This definition differs slightly from that of a (t, s)-sequence
in base b given in [15, Definition 4.2]. The latter definition postulates that
the original points xn with kbm # n , (k 1 1)bm rather than the truncated
points [xn]b,m form a (t, m, s)-net in base b. The reason for the changed
definition is that now we do not require any supplementary conditions in
the digital method. In the ealier approach in [15, Section 4.3], the following
additional condition had to be imposed in the digital method: for each
n $ 0 and 1 # i # s we have y(i)n,j , b 2 1 for infinitely many j. It is clear
that if a sequence satisfying this condition is a (t, s)-sequence in base b in
the sense of [15, Definition 4.2], then it is also a digital (t, s)-sequence
constructed over R in the sense of Definition 1 above. In [12, Section 6],
the following even more restrictive condition was imposed on the elements
c(i)j,r in (S3): for any fixed i and r we must have c
(i)
j,r 5 0 for all sufficiently
large j. This condition is satisfied, for instance, in the construction of (t, s)-
sequences introduced in [13], but it leads to the unpleasant ‘‘leading-zeros
phenomenon’’ pointed out by Bratley et al. [1]. Thus, there are some practi-
cal advantages in our present setup. For similar reasons, namely in order
to avoid any conditions on the y(i)n,j or c
(i)
j,r , the operation of truncation was
already used by Tezuka [27] in the theory of (t, s)-sequences.
The following lemma, which is a variant of [12, Lemma 5.15], shows a
simple but important connection between digital nets and digital sequences
constructed over the same ring.
LEMMA 1. If there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R, then
for every integer m $ t there exists a digital (t, m, s 1 1)-net constructed
over R.
Proof. Let x0 , x1 , . . . be a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over the
ring R with uRu 5 b. For fixed m $ t consider the points
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yn 5 S[xn]b,m , nbmD[ Is11 for n 5 0, 1, . . . , bm 2 1.
We first prove that these points form a (t, m, s 1 1)-net in base b. Let
J 5 p
s11
i51
[ai b2di, (ai 1 1)b2di)
be a subinterval of Is11 with integers di $ 0 and 0 # ai , bdi for 1 # i #
s and of volume bt2m; hence os11i51 di 5 m 2 t. Then yn [ J if and only if
as11bm2ds11 # n , (as11 1 1)bm2ds11 and
[xn]b,m [ J9 :5 p
s
i51
[ai b2di, (ai 1 1)b2di).
Since we have m 2 ds11 $ t and x0 , x1 , . . . is a digital (t, s)-sequence
constructed over R, the points [xn]b,m2ds11 with as11b
m2ds11 # n , (as11 1 1)
bm2ds11 form a (t, m 2 ds11 , s)-net in base b. Consequently, the point set
P consisting of the [xn]b,m with as11bm2ds11 # n , (as11 1 1)bm2ds11 is a
(t, m 2 ds11 , s)-net in base b. Thus, J9 contains exactly bt points of P, and
so J contains exactly bt points yn with 0 # n # bm 2 1.
It remains to show that the yn are obtained by the digital method for
the construction of nets, and it suffices to prove this for the last coordinates
of these points (note that we can assume cr(0) 5 0 for all r $ 0 since the
property of being a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R depends only
on the c(i)j,r and not on the chosen bijections, e.g., by Lemma 7 in Section
5). In (N2) we choose h(s11)j to be the inverse map of cm2j for 1 # j # m,
and in (N3) we choose
c(s11)j,r 5 dr,m2j for 1 # j # m and 0 # r # m 2 1,
where on the right-hand side we have the Kronecker symbol viewed as an
element of R. Then the digital method yields x(s11)n 5 n/bm for 0 # n #
bm 2 1. n
In the case R 5 Fq , which is of greatest interest, the quality parameter
t can be determined from the elements c(i)j,r [ Fq in (S3) in the following
way. If Fyq is the sequence space over Fq , then we use the c
(i)
j,r to set up
the sequences
c(i)j 5 (c
(i)
j,0 , c
(i)
j,1 , . . .) [ F
y
q for 1 # i # s and j $ 1,
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and we consider the two-parameter system
C(y) 5 hc(i)j [ Fyq : 1 # i # s and j $ 1j.
For m $ 1 we define the projection
fm: (c0 , c1 , . . .) [ Fyq ° (c0 , . . . , cm21) [ Fmq ,
and we put
C(m) 5 hfm(c(i)j ) [ Fmq : 1 # i # s, 1 # j # mj.
As in [15, Definition 4.27], for fixed m we let %(C(m)) be the largest integer
d such that any system hfm(c(i)j ) : 1 # j # di , 1 # i # sj with 0 # di # m
for 1 # i # s and osi51 di 5 d is linearly independent over Fq (here the
empty system is viewed as linearly independent). Finally, we set
t(C(y)) 5 sup
m$1
(m 2 %(C(m))).
We are interested only in the case where t(C(y)) , y. The proofs of
Theorems 4.35 and 4.36 in [15] yield the following result.
LEMMA 2. If R 5 Fq and the elements c
(i)
j,r [ Fq in (S3) are such that
t(C(y)) , y, then the sequence in (2) is a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed
over Fq with t 5 t(C(y)).
Most known constructions of (t, s)-sequences employ the digital method
over a finite field. Important previous constructions using the digital method
are those of Sobol’ [24], Faure [2], Niederreiter [12, 13], and Niederreiter
and Xing [18]. A recent survey of (t, m, s)-net and (t, s)-sequence construc-
tions is given in [10]. A generalization of the concept of a (t, s)-sequence
was recently introduced by Larcher and Niederreiter [7].
Any digital (t, s)-sequence S in an arbitrary base b $ 2 is a low-discrepancy
sequence, in the sense that the star discrepancy D*N(S) of the first N terms
of S satisfies D*N(S) 5 O(N21(log N)s). More precisely, it was shown in [12,
Section 4] and also in [15, Theorem 4.17] that
D*N(S) # Cb(s, t)N21(log N)s 1 O(N21(log N)s21) for all N $ 2, (3)
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where the implied constant in the Landau symbol depends only on b, s,
and t. Here
Cb(s, t) 5
bt
s S b 2 12 log bDs
if either s 5 2 or b 5 2, s 5 3, 4; otherwise
Cb(s, t) 5
bt
s!
?
b 2 1
2b/2 Sb/2log bD
s
.
It is again clear from the discrepancy bound (3) that small values of t are
preferable if one wants to obtain good low-discrepancy sequences. Thus,
the aim in the construction of digital (t, s)-sequences in base b is to make
the value of the quality parameter t as small as possible for given b and s.
Remark 2. Strictly speaking, the discrepancy bound (3) is not immedi-
ately implied by the indicated sources since our definition of a digital
(t, s)-sequence in base b is slightly more general than that in [12] and [15]
(compare with Remark 1). But note that the only difference is that for
kbm # n , (k 1 1)bm we replaced the points xn by the truncated points
[xn]b,m . This replacement can change the star discrepancy of the involved
sets of bm points by at most sb2m. Thus, in [12, Lemma 4.1], which is the
basis for (3), the quantity Db(t, m, s) has to be replaced by Db(t, m, s) 1 s.
But this change affects only the O(N21log N) term in the bound for D*N
(S), and so (3) holds for s $ 2. This fact was noted also by Tezuka [27].
For s 5 1 we can work with the same value Db(t, m, 1) 5 bt as for the
truncated points, and so (3) holds for s 5 1.
3. THE NEW CONSTRUCTION OF SEQUENCES
Let Fq again be the finite field of order q. The notation K/Fq for a global
function field signifies that Fq is the full constant field of the algebraic
function field K. We write g(K/Fq) for the genus of K/Fq . By a rational
place of K/Fq we mean a place of K/Fq of degree 1. Let N(K/Fq) denote
the number of rational places of K/Fq .
We write nP for the normalized discrete valuation corresponding to the
place P of K/Fq . Using standard notation (see, e.g., [26]), we define the
following divisors of K/Fq for any nonzero k [ K:
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(k)0 5 O
P
nP(k).0
nP(k)P,
(k)y 5 O
P
nP(k),0
(2nP(k))P,
(k) 5 (k)0 2 (k)y .
For an arbitrary divisor D of K/Fq , the Fq-vector space
L (D) 5 hk [ K \h0j : (k) 1 D $ 0j < h0j
has a finite dimension which we denote by l(D).
If D is a divisor of K/Fq with deg(D) 5 g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1 and if P
is any rational place of K/Fq , then l(D 1 nP) $ n 1 1 for n $ 0 by the
Riemann–Roch theorem. On the other hand, l(D 1 nP) # l(D) 1 n 5
n 1 1, and so l(D 1 nP) 5 n 1 1. If k [ L (D 1 nP)\ L (D 1 (n 2 1)P)
for some n $ 1, then it is easy to see that nP(k) 5 2nP(D) 2 n.
Now let s $ 1 and the prime power q be given, and suppose that the
global function field K/Fq satisfies N(K/Fq) $ s 1 1. Let Py , P1 , P2 , . . . ,
Ps be s 1 1 distinct rational places of K/Fq and choose a positive divisor
D of K/Fq with deg(D) 5 g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1 (compare with Lemma
6). By the argument above, for 1 # i # s and j $ 1 we can determine
elements k(i)j [ L (D 1 jPi) such that
nPi (k
(i)
j ) 5 2nPi(D) 2 j.
Let z be a local uniformizing parameter at Py , then since nPy(k
(i)
j ) $
2 nPy(D), we have the expansions
k(i)j 5 z
2v Oy
r50
b(i)j,r z
r for 1 # i # s and j $ 1,
with v 5 nPy(D) and all coefficients b
(i)
j,r [ Fq . We note that 0 # v #
g(K/Fq). For 1 # i # s and j $ 1 we now define
c(i)j,r 5 5b
(i)
j,r for 0 # r # v 2 1,
b(i)j,r11 for r $ v.
(4)
The elements c(i)j,r in (4) are used in our new construction of digital (t, s)-
sequences. In the digital method for the construction of sequences described
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in Section 2, we choose R 5 Fq and we select bijections cr and h
(i)
j as in
(S1) and (S2), respectively. The c(i)j,r [ Fq from (4) serve as the elements in
(S3). Then the digital method yields the sequence x0 , x1 , . . . of points
in I s as in (2).
To obtain the quality parameter for this sequence, we proceed as in
Section 2. We use the c(i)j,r from (4) to set up
c(i)j 5 (c
(i)
j,0 , c
(i)
j,1 , . . .) [ F
y
q for 1 # i # s and j $ 1,
and we consider the system
C(y) 5 hc(i)j [ Fyq : 1 # i # s and j $ 1j.
THEOREM 1. Given a prime power q and a dimension s $ 1, let K/Fq
be a global function field with N(K/Fq) $ s 1 1 and let D be a positive
divisor of K/Fq with deg(D) 5 g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1. Then the system C(y)
defined above satisfies
t(C(y)) # g(K/Fq).
Proof. With g 5 g(K/Fq) it suffices to verify the following property:
for any integer m . g and any integers d1 , . . . , ds $ 0 with 1 # o
s
i51
di # m 2 g, the vectors
fm(c
(i)
j ) 5 (c
(i)
j,0 , . . . , c
(i)
j,m21) [ F
m
q for 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s,
are linearly independent over Fq . Let H be the set of i with 1 # i # s for
which di $ 1, and suppose that we have
O
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j fm(c
(i)
j ) 5 0 [ F
m
q
for some a(i)j [ Fq , that is,
O
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j b
(i)
j,r 5 0 for 0 # r # m with r ? v. (5)
Now we consider the element k [ K given by
k 5 O
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j k
(i)
j 5 z
2v Oy
r50
SO
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j b
(i)
j,rD zr.
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From (5) we get
k 5 z2v Oy
r5m11
SO
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j b
(i)
j,rD zr 1 c
with
c 5 O
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j b
(i)
j,v [ Fq .
We put f 5 k 2 c. If we had f ? 0, then deg (( f )0) $ m 1 1 2 v. On the
other hand, the definitions of f and k imply that
( f )y 5 (k)y # D 2 vPy 1 Os
i51
diPi ,
and hence deg(( f )0) # g 2 v 1 o
s
i51 di # m 2 v, a contradiction. Therefore
f 5 0, and hence
O
i[H
Odi
j51
a(i)j k
(i)
j 5 c.
For fixed h [ H we have
Odh
j51
a(h)j k
(h)
j 5 c 2 O
i[H \ hhj
Odi
j51
a(i)j k
(i)
j .
If not all a(h)j 5 0, then the choice of the k
(i)
j would imply
nPh SOdh
j51
a(h)j k
(h)
j D# 2nPh(D) 2 1
and
nPh Sc 2 O
i[H \ hhj
Odi
j51
a(i)j k
(i)
j D$ 2nPh(D),
a contradiction. Thus a(h)j 5 0 for 1 # j # dh . n
In the following we will prove that a divisor D as in Theorem 1, namely
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a positive divisor D of K/Fq with deg(D) 5 g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1, always
exists as soon as N(K/Fq) $ 4 (see Lemma 6 below).
For the following four lemmas, K/Fq is an arbitrary global function field
of genus g 5 g(K/Fq). For any integer n $ 0, we denote by An the number
of positive divisors of K/Fq of degree n. Note that A0 5 1 and A1 5
N(K/Fq). The zeta function of K/Fq is
Z(t) 5 Oy
n50
Ant n 5
L(t)
(1 2 t)(1 2 qt)
with a polynomial L(t) of the form
L(t) 5 p
g
j51
(1 2 aj t)(1 2 aj t),
where the aj , 1 # j # g, are complex numbers. By the class number of
K/Fq we mean the order of the group of divisor classes of K/Fq of degree
0. The results of the following lemma can also be found in [6].
LEMMA 3. Let g be the genus of K/Fq and h the class number.
(i) If g $ 1, then for 0 # n # 2g 2 2 we have
An 5 qn112gA2g222n 1 h
qn112g 2 1
q 2 1
.
(ii) If g $ 2, then
Og22
n50
Antn 1 Og21
n50
qg212nAnt2g222n 5
L(t) 2 htg
(1 2 t)(1 2 qt)
.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the functional equation of the zeta function
and from Lemma V.1.4(c) and Corollary V.1.11 in [26]. Part (ii) follows
from (i) and the same results in [26]. n
LEMMA 4. If N(K/Fq) $ m for some integer m $ 1, then
An $ mAn21 2
m(m 2 1)
2
An22 for all n $ 2.
Proof. For a divisor D and a set A of divisors of K/Fq we put D 1
A 5 hD 1 A : A [ A j. Now let P1 , . . . , Pm be m distinct rational places
of K/Fq and let An be the set of positive divisors of K/Fq of degree n. Then
for n $ 2,
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<
m
i51
(Pi 1 An21) # An .
We have uPi 1 An21u 5 uAn21u 5 An21 , and it is clear that (Pi 1 An21) >
(Pj 1 An21) 5 Pi 1 Pj 1 An22 for i ? j. Thus,
An $ U<m
i51
(Pi 1 An21)U
$ Om
i51
uPi 1 An21u 2 O
1#i,j#m
u(Pi 1 An21) > (Pj 1 An21)u
5 mAn21 2
m(m 2 1)
2
An22 . n
LEMMA 5. If N(K/Fq) $ 1 and l(D) $ 2 for any positive divisor D of
K/Fq of degree g 5 g(K/Fq), then
Ag $ (q 1 1)h,
where h is the class number of K/Fq .
Proof. Let P be a rational place of K/Fq and let C 0K be the group of
divisor classes of K/Fq of degree 0. With Ag as in the proof of Lemma 4,
we consider the map
f: D [ Ag ° [D 2 gP] [ C 0K .
If E is any divisor of K/Fq of degree 0, then l(E 1 gP) $ 1 by the Riemann–
Roch theorem. Choose f [ L (E 1 gP) \h0j and let D be the divisor ( f ) 1
E 1 gP, then D [ Ag and [D 2 gP] 5 [E]. This means that f is surjective.
Let D1 , D2 , . . . , Dh [ Ag be such that [D1 2 gP], [D2 2 gP], . . . ,
[Dh 2 gP] are all distinct elements of C 0K . If
Di 5 hD [ Ag : [D] 5 [Di]j for 1 # i # h,
then uDiu 5 (ql(Di) 2 1)/(q 2 1). Now l(Di) $ 2 by hypothesis, and hence
uDiu $ q 1 1. It is obvious that D1 , D2 , . . . , Dh are pairwise disjoint, since
[Di 2 gP] ? [Dj 2 gP] for i ? j. Therefore, Ag 5 uAgu $ (q 1 1)h. n
LEMMA 6. There exists a positive divisor D of K/Fq with deg(D) 5
g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1 if either N(K/Fq) $ 2 and q $ 3, or N(K/Fq) $ 4
and q 5 2.
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Proof. Put g 5 g(K/Fq). The lemma is trivial for g 5 0. If g 5 1, let D
be a rational place of K/Fq , then l(D) 5 1. Now let g $ 2. Suppose, by
way of contradiction, that l(D) $ 2 for any positive divisor D of K/Fq with
deg(D) 5 g. If g 5 2, then by Lemma 3(i) we have A2 5 q 1 h and by
Lemma 5 we have A2 $ (q 1 1)h. Thus h # 1, which contradicts h $
A1 $ 2 (note that if g $ 1, then any two different rational places of K/Fq
are inequivalent).
So we may assume g $ 3. Substituting t 5 q21/2 in the identity in Lemma
3(ii), we obtain
2 Og22
n50
q2n/2An 1 q2(g21)/2Ag21 5
h 2 qg/2L(q21/2)
(q1/2 2 1)2q(g21)/2
.
Since
L(q21/2) 5 p
g
j51
u1 2 aj q21/2u2 $ 0,
we infer that
2 Og22
n50
q(g212n)/2An 1 Ag21 #
h
(q1/2 2 1)2
. (6)
Lemma 3(i) yields Ag 5 h 1 qAg22 and Lemma 5 yields Ag $ (q 1 1)h,
and thus Ag22 $ h. From (6) we then get
2q1/2 #
1
(q1/2 2 1)2
.
This inequality is impossible if q $ 3, and hence it remains to prove the
lemma for q 5 2.
If q 5 2 and N(K/Fq) $ 4, then from (6) we obtain
4Ag23 1 2Ï2Ag22 1 Ag21 #
h
(Ï2 2 1)2
. (7)
Together with Lemma 4 with m 5 3 and n 5 g 2 1 this yields
Ag23 1 (3 1 2Ï2)Ag22 #
h
(Ï2 2 1)2
. (8)
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If we use Lemma 4 with m 5 4 and n 5 g 2 1 in (7), then we get
22Ag23 1 (4 1 2Ï2)Ag22 #
h
(Ï2 2 1)2
. (9)
By eliminating Ag23 from (8) and (9), we arrive at
(10 1 6Ï2)Ag22 #
3h
(Ï2 2 1)2
,
and therefore
10 1 6Ï2 #
3
(Ï2 2 1)2
,
which is absurd. n
For any given prime power q and any given dimension s $ 1 we define
Vq(s) 5 min g(K/Fq), (10)
where the minimum is extended over all global function fields K/Fq with
N(K/Fq) $ s 1 1. The reader who may wonder whether N(K/Fq) $
s 1 1 can always be achieved by a suitable choice of K/Fq (for fixed q
and s) is referred to Section 4 for an affirmative answer.
THEOREM 2. For every prime power q and every dimension s $ 1 there
exists a digital (Vq(s), s)-sequence constructed over Fq .
Proof. If s # q, then in Theorem 1 we can choose K/Fq to be the
rational function field over Fq and D the zero divisor. Then t(C(y)) 5 0 by
Theorem 1, and so by Lemma 2 we get a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed
over Fq with t 5 0 5 Vq(s). If s $ q 1 1, then let K/Fq be a global function
field with N(K/Fq) $ s 1 1 and g(K/Fq) 5 Vq(s). Then N(K/Fq) $ 4, and
so by Lemma 6 there exists a positive divisor D of K/Fq with deg(D) 5
g(K/Fq) and l(D) 5 1. Now Theorem 1 yields t(C(y)) # Vq(s), and hence
the desired result follows from Lemma 2. Here we use also the fact that
any digital (t, s)-sequence in an arbitrary base b is a digital (u, s)-sequence
in base b for every integer u $ t (compare with [15, Remark 4.3]). n
COROLLARY 1. For every prime power q, every integer s $ 1, and every
integer m $ Vq(s) there exists a digital (Vq(s), m, s 1 1)-net constructed
over Fq .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. n
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4. RESULTS ON Vq(s)
The values of Vq(s) defined by (10) are closely connected with those of
a function that is studied in the theory of algebraic curves over finite fields.
In the language of global function fields, this function is defined, for any
prime power q and any integer g $ 0, by
Nq(g) 5 max N(K/Fq),
where the maximum is extended over all global function fields K/Fq of
genus g. By the Serre bound [20] (see also [26, Theorem V.3.1]) we have
Nq(g) # q 1 1 1 g2q1/2.
It is clear that
Vq(s) 5 min hg : Nq(g) $ s 1 1j. (11)
Remark 3. It is trivial that Nq(0) 5 q 1 1. A formula for Nq(1) can be
found, e.g., in Waterhouse [30]. We have Nq(1) 5 q 1 1 1 2q1/2, except
in the case where q 5 pe with a prime p dividing 2q1/2 and an odd integer
e $ 3, in which case Nq(1) 5 q 1 2q1/2. Serre [20–22] determined the
values of Nq(2). Write again q 5 pe with a prime p and an integer e $ 1.
If e is even and q ? 4, 9, then Nq(2) 5 q 1 1 1 4q1/2, whereas N4(2) 5
10, N9(2) 5 20. We call q special if either p divides 2q1/2 or q is of the
form m2 1 1, m2 1 m 1 1, or m2 1 m 1 2 for some integer m. If e is odd
and q is not special, then Nq(2) 5 q 1 1 1 22q1/2. If e is odd and q is
special, then Nq(2) 5 q 1 22q1/2 or q 1 22q1/2 2 1, depending on
whether the fractional part h2q1/2j is greater than (Ï5 2 1)/2 or not.
We tabulate Nq(g) for small values of g in Table I. The values of Nq(1)
and Nq(2) are obtained from Remark 3, and the values of Nq(3) and Nq(4)
are from Serre [22] (for the case g 5 3 see also [28, Theorem 2.3.19]).
TABLE I
Values of Nq(g) for g 5 1, 2, 3, 4
q 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 13 16 17 19 23 25 27 29
Nq(1) 5 7 9 10 13 14 16 18 21 25 26 28 33 36 38 40
Nq(2) 6 8 10 12 16 18 20 24 26 33 32 36 42 46 48 50
Nq(3) 7 10 14 16 20 24 28 28 32 38 40 44 56
Nq(4) 8 12 15 18 66
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TABLE II
Values of Nq(g) for q 5 2, 3, 4, 5
g 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
N2(g) 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 11 12 12* 13*
N3(g) 4 7 8 10 12 13* 14* 15* 19*
N4(g) 5 9 10 14 15 16* 17* 18* 21*
N5(g) 6 10 12 16 18 21*
g 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 39 50
N2(g) 14* 14* 15* 17 16* 17* 18* 20 19* 21 33 40
N3(g) 21*
Note. Entries marked with an asterisk represent a lower bound for Nq(g) and not necessarily
the exact value.
Blank entries in the table indicate that the corresponding values of Nq(g)
are not known to us. On account of (11), the tabulated values allow the
determination of various values of Vq(s). For larger values of q which are
powers of 2, values of Nq(g) can be obtained from [29].
We tabulate Nq(g) for small values of q in Table II. For practical work
with digital (t, s)-sequences in base q, the case q 5 2 is actually the most
important one. Some values of Nq(g) in Table II are reproduced from Table
I for the sake of completeness. The values of N2(g) are from Serre [21].
Entries marked with an asterisk represent a lower bound for Nq(g) and
not necessarily the exact value. The lower bounds in the cases q 5 3, 4, 5
were determined by us, and the function fields yielding these lower bounds
are listed in the Appendix. From Table II and the formula (11) we can
derive the values of Vq(s) tabulated in Table III. Since some entries in
Table II provide only a lower bound, certain entries in Table III (marked
again with an asterisk) represent an upper bound for Vq(s) and not necessar-
ily the exact value (we were able to remove some asterisks because of
additional information in [21, Table I]). It is important to note, however,
that any integer t $ Vq(s) can serve as a quality parameter for a digital
(t, s)-sequence constructed over Fq , in view of a remark in the proof of
Theorem 2.
Further bounds obtained from Table II and the formula (11) are
V2(s) # 39 for 21 # s # 32 and V2(s) # 50 for 33 # s # 39. The values or
upper bounds for Vq(s) in Table III are smaller than the previously best
quality parameters (see Niederreiter [13] and Niederreiter and Xing [18])
for s $ q 1 2 if 2 # q # 5. For those cases where Vq(s) 5 0 or 1, these
values of the quality parameter are actually best possible (compare with
Remark 6 in Section 5).
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TABLE III
Values of Vq(s) for 2 # q # 5 and 1 # s # 20
s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
V2(s) 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 8
V3(s) 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 3 4
V4(s) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3
V5(s) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
s 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
V2(s) 9 11* 12* 14* 15* 15 18* 19* 19 21*
V3(s) 4 6* 7* 8* 9* 9* 9* 9* 13* 13*
V4(s) 3 3 3 4 5* 6* 7* 10* 10* 10*
V5(s) 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 6* 6* 6*
Note. Entries marked with an asterisk represent an upper bound for Vq(s) and not necessarily
the exact value.
If q is a square (of an integer), then a good upper bound for Vq(s) can
be given for a relatively wide range of dimensions s.
PROPOSITION 1. If q is a square, then
Vq(s) # As (q 2 q1/2) for 1 # s # q3/2.
Proof. With r 5 q1/2 consider the Hermitian function field K 5
Fq(x, y) with yr 1 y 5 xr11. By [26, Lemma VI.4.4], we have g(K/Fq) 5
r(r 2 1)/2 and N(K/Fq) 5 r3 1 1. In view of the definition of Vq(s) this
yields the desired result. n
For any prime power q, Ihara [5] introduced the number
A(q) 5 lim supgRy
Nq(g)
g
,
where g runs through positive values. Serre [20, 23] proved that always
A(q) . 0, in fact, A(q) $ c log q with an absolute constant c . 0. If q is
a square, then it is known that A(q) 5 q1/2 2 1 (see [28, Theorem 2.3.24]).
Further results on A(q) can be found in [28, Theorems 2.3.22 and 2.3.25].
More recently, it was shown by Schoof [19] that A(2) $ Sl and by Xing [31]
that A(3) $ Ad and A(5) $ As. Now we define
B(q) 5 lim infsRy
Vq(s)
s
.
Then we have the following upper bounds for B(q).
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PROPOSITION 2. (i) For all prime powers q we have
B(q) #
1
A(q)
.
(ii) There exists an absolute constant d . 0 such that for all prime powers
q we have
B(q) #
d
log q
.
(iii) If q is a square, then
B(q) #
1
q1/2 2 1
.
(iv) B(2) # Ls, B(3) # 3, B(5) # 2.
Proof. Let 0 , g1 , g2 ? ? ? be such that
lim
nRy
Nq(gn)
gn
5 A(q).
With sn 5 Nq(gn) 2 1 it follows from (11) that
B(q) # lim
nRy
gn
sn
5
1
A(q)
.
The remaining results follow from the facts about A(q) mentioned
above. n
Now we establish general upper bounds for Vq(s) by using class field
towers of global function fields. Let l be a prime number, let K/Fq be a
global function field, and let P be a nonempty set of rational places of
K/Fq . Fix a separable closure Ksep of K. Then the (l, P)-Hilbert class field
H(l, P) of K/Fq is defined to be the maximal unramified abelian l-extension
of K inside Ksep in which all places in P split completely. One can repeat
this construction: with K1 5 H(l, P) and P1 being the set of all places of
K1/Fq that lie over the places in P, let K2 be the (l, P1)-Hilbert class field
of K1/Fq , and so on. In this way one gets a tower
K 5 K0 # K1 # K2 # ? ? ? ,
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which is called the (l, P)-class field tower of K/Fq . The (l, P)-class field
tower is called finite if there is an index i such that Kn 5 Ki for all n $ i,
and infinite otherwise.
THEOREM 3. For a given prime power q, suppose that there exists a
global function field K/Fq with g(K/Fq) . 1 which has an infinite (l, P)-
class field tower for some prime l and some nonempty set P of rational
places of K/Fq . Then we have
Vq(s) #
g(K/Fq) 2 1
uP u
Ms 1 1 for all s $ 1,
where
M 5 max S uP uq 1 1, lD.
Proof. Let K/Fq be as in the theorem and let
K 5 K0 , K1 , K2 , ? ? ?
be the infinite (l, P)-class field tower of K/Fq . We have [Kn : Kn21] 5 lmn
with mn $ 1 for n 5 1, 2, . . . . By Galois theory, for any n $ 1 there is
a chain of fields
Kn21 5 Ln,0 , Ln,1 , ? ? ? , Ln,mn 5 Kn
such that [Ln, j : Ln, j21] 5 l for 1 # j # mn . If Pn, j is the set of all places of
Ln, j/Fq that lie over the places in P, then
uPn, ju 5 [Ln, j : K]uP u for 0 # j # mn and n $ 1.
Since the extension Ln, j/K is unramified, we have
g(Ln, j/Fq) 5 (g 2 1)[Ln, j : K] 1 1
by the Hurwitz genus formula, with g 5 g(K/Fq). For s # q the result of
the theorem is trivial. Now let s $ q 1 1. If s # uP u 2 1, then
Vq(s) # g #
g 2 1
uP u
?
uP u
q 1 1
s 1 1 #
g 2 1
uP u
Ms 1 1.
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If s $ uP u, then one can find some n $ 1 and 1 # j # mn such that
uPn, j21u # s # uPn, ju 2 1 # Nq(g(Ln, j/Fq)) 2 1.
Hence by (11),
Vq(s) # g(Ln, j/Fq) 5 (g 2 1)[Ln, j : K] 1 1
5 l(g 2 1)[Ln, j21 : K] 1 1 5 l(g 2 1)
uPn, j21u
uP u
1 1
#
l(g 2 1)
uP u
s 1 1 #
g 2 1
uP u
Ms 1 1. n
THEOREM 4. There exists an absolute constant c . 0 such that:
(i) for all prime powers q we have
Vq(s) #
c
log q
s 1 1 for all s $ 1;
(ii) if q is a square, then
Vq(s) #
c
q1/4
s 1 1 for all s $ 1.
Furthermore:
(iii) V2(s) # 9s 1 1 for all s $ 1;
(iv) V3(s) # 6s 1 1 for all s $ 1;
(v) V5(s) # 4s 1 1 for all s $ 1.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obtained from Theorem 3 and the following
result of Serre [23]: there is an absolute constant d . 0 such that for any
prime power q there exist a global function field K/Fq with g(K/Fq) . 1
and a set P of rational places of K/Fq with 1 # uP u # 2q 1 1 for which
the (2, P)-class field tower of K/Fq is infinite and
uP u
g(K/Fq) 2 1
$ d log q for all q,
uP u
g(K/Fq) 2 1
$ dq1/4 if q is a square.
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Part (iii) is obtained from Theorem 3 and the following result of Schoof
[19]: there exist a global function field K/F2 with g(K/F2) 5 19 and a set
P of rational places of K/F2 with uP u 5 4 such that the (2, P)-class field
tower of K/F2 is infinite. We get analogs of Schoof’s result for q 5 3 and
q 5 5 by combining the constructions in Xing [31, Section 3] with [19,
Theorem 2.3] for l 5 2. Thus, we get the remaining parts of the theorem
by applying Theorem 3 with l 5 2 and the following values: for (iv) take
q 5 3, g(K/F3) 5 13, uP u 5 4; for (v) take q 5 5, g(K/F5) 5 17, uP u 5 8. n
If q is a square, then with a different construction we can establish an
upper bound for Vq(s) that is weaker than Theorem 4(ii), but effective.
THEOREM 5. If q is a square, then
Vq(s) #
q1/2
q1/2 2 1
s 2 S qsq 2 1D1/2 for all s $ 1.
Proof. Put r 5 q1/2. In [3] the tower K1 # K2 # ? ? ? of global function
fields over Fq is considered, where K1 5 Fq(x1) and Kn11 5 Kn(zn11) for
n 5 1, 2, . . . with
zrn11 1 zn11 5 xr11n and xn11 5
zn11
xn
.
It is shown in [3] that
gn :5 g(Kn/Fq) # qn/2 1 q(n21)/2 2 q(n11)/4,
N(Kn/Fq) $ (q 2 1)q(n21)/2 1 1
for all n $ 1. For s # q the result of the theorem is trivial. Now let s $
q 1 1. Then there exists an n $ 2 such that (q 2 1)q(n22)/2 1 1 # s #
(q 2 1)q(n21)/2, and hence
gn #
q1/2
q1/2 2 1
s 2 S qsq 2 1D1/2 and Nq(gn) $ s 1 1.
The desired result follows now from (11). n
The bounds in Theorems 4 and 5 show that for any fixed prime power
q we have Vq(s) 5 O(s) as s R y, with an absolute implied constant. The
best earlier quality parameters t for digital (t, s)-sequences constructed
over Fq were of the order of magnitude s log s (see [13, 18]).
We note that the results in Sections 3 and 4 are also of relevance in the
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combinatorial problem for vector spaces over finite fields discussed by
Niederreiter [14, 17].
5. CONSEQUENCES FOR DIGITAL (t, s)-SEQUENCES CONSTRUCTED OVER
FINITE RINGS
In this section we study the implications of the results above for digital
(t, s)-sequences in an arbitrary base b $ 2. First we note the following
way of determining the quality parameter t for a digital (t, s)-sequence
constructed over the ring R. We use again the same notation and terminol-
ogy as in Section 2. In particular, R is a commutative ring with identity
and of finite order uRu $ 2, and the c(i)j,r [ R are the elements from (S3).
LEMMA 7. The sequence in (2) is a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed
over R if and only if the elements c(i)j,r [ R satisfy the following property:
for any integers m . t and d1 , . . . , ds $ 0 with o
s
i51 di 5 m 2 t and any
f (i)j [ R, 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s, the system of m 2 t linear equations
Om21
r50
c(i)j,r zr 5 f
(i)
j for 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s,
in the unknowns z0 , . . . , zm21 over R has exactly uRut solutions.
Proof. This is shown in the same way as in [15, Theorem 4.35]. n
Remark 4. It is easy to see that in Lemma 7 it suffices to consider the
homogeneous case of the system of linear equations, i.e., the case where
f (i)j 5 0 for 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s.
LEMMA 8. Let the ring R 5 Phv51 Rv be the direct product of the finite
commutative rings Rv with identity and uRvu $ 2. If for each 1 # v # h there
exists a digital (tv , s)-sequence constructed over Rv , then there exists a digital
(t, s)-sequence constructed over R with
t 5 max
1#v#h
tv.
Proof. For 1 # v # h, assume that the digital (tv , s)-sequence con-
structed over Rv is obtained by using in (S3) the elements c
(i)
j,r,v [ Rv for
1 # i # s, j $ 1, and r $ 0. Now consider a sequence obtained by the
digital method with the ring R and with the elements c(i)j,r [ R in (S3)
defined by
c(i)j,r 5 (c
(i)
j,r,1 , . . . , c
(i)
j,r,h) [ R for 1 # i # s, j $ 1, and r $ 0.
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We check the condition in Lemma 7 for the value of t given in Lemma 8.
For integers m . t and d1 , . . . , ds $ 0 with o
s
i51 di 5 m 2 t consider
the system
Om21
r50
c(i)j,r zr 5 0 for 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s, (12)
in the unknowns z0 , . . . , zm21 over R. Because of the direct product
structure of R, this is equivalent to considering, for 1 # v # h, the system
of m 2 t # m 2 tv linear equations
Om21
r50
c(i)j,r,vzr,v 5 0 for 1 # j # di , 1 # i # s,
in the unknowns z0,v , . . . , zm21,v over Rv . By the assumption at the
beginning of the proof and by Lemma 7 it follows that the last system has
exactly uRvut2tvuRvutv 5 uRvut solutions for each v. Consequently, the system
(12) has exactly Phv51 uRvut 5 uRut solutions. n
THEOREM 6. Write the integer b $ 2 in an arbitrary way as a product
b 5 Phv51 qv of prime powers qv . Then for every dimension s $ 1 there
exists a digital (t, s)-sequence in base b with
t 5 max
1#v#h
Vqv(s).
Proof. Consider the direct product R 5 Phv51 Fqv of the finite fields
Fqv and apply Theorem 2 and Lemma 8. n
COROLLARY 2. Let b 5 Phv51 qv be the canonical factorization of the
integer b $ 2 into pairwise coprime prime powers q1 , ? ? ? , qh . Then
for every dimension s $ 1 there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence in base b with
t #
c
log q1
s 1 1,
where c . 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. This follows by combining Theorems 4(i) and 6. n
Remark 5. We get analogous results for digital (t, m, s 1 1)-nets if we
combine Theorem 6 and Corollary 2 with Lemma 1.
Corollary 2 has an important consequence for the coefficient Cb(s, t) of
the leading term in the discrepancy bound (3). If we fix the base b $ 2 and
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choose for each dimension s $ 1 a value t 5 t(s) of the quality parameter
satisfying the bound in Corollary 2, then the formula for Cb(s, t) yields
log Cb(s, t(s)) # 2s log s 1 O(s),
where the implied constant depends only on b. Therefore, Cb(s, t(s)) R 0
at a superexponential rate as s R y. In all earlier constructions, this coeffi-
cient tends to y as s R y for fixed b.
Next we show that the quality parameters t 5 O(s) obtained from Corol-
lary 2 are asymptotically best possible, in the sense that for fixed R the
values t for which there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R
must grow at least linearly with s.
PROPOSITION 3. Let R be a finite commutative ring with identity and
uRu $ 2, and let q 5 q(R) be the smallest index of a maximal ideal in R. If
for some integers s $ 1 and t $ 0 there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence
constructed over R, then we must have
Omin(u,s11)
h50
Ss 1 1h D(q 2 1)h # qt12u for all integers u $ 0.
Proof. If there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R, then,
by Lemma 1, for every integer u $ 0 there exists a digital (t, t 1 2u, s 1
1)-net constructed over R. Now let M be a maximal ideal in R of index q.
Then by [8, Lemma 5], for every u $ 0 there exists a digital (t, t 1 2u, s
1 1)-net constructed over R/M Q Fq . The desired result follows now from
[18, Proposition 1]. n
COROLLARY 3. Let R and q be as in Proposition 3. If for some integers
s $ 1 and t $ 0 there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence constructed over R, then
we must have
s 1 1 ,
q2e
q 2 1
(t log q 1 1).
Proof. Put u 5 t log q 1 1. If u . s 1 1, then the bound is trivial. If
u # s 1 1, then an application of Proposition 3 yields
Ss 1 1u Du(q 2 1)u # Ss 1 1u D(q 2 1)u , qt12u,
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and so
s 1 1 ,
q2
q 2 1
uqt/u ,
q2e
q 2 1
u. n
Remark 6. If we put t 5 0 and u 5 1 in Proposition 3, then we see that
a digital (0, s)-sequence constructed over R can exist only if s # q(R). A
result in [8] guarantees that for each dimension s # q(R) there actually
exists a digital (0, s)-sequence constructed over R.
Remark 7. The argument in the proof of Proposition 3 shows that if
for some integers s $ 1, t $ 0, and u $ 0 there exists a digital (t, t 1 u,
s)-net constructed over R, then with q 5 q(R) we have
Omin(u/2,s)
h50
SshD(q 2 1)h # qt1u.
For integers b $ 2 and s $ 1, let db(s) be the least value of t such that
there exists a digital (t, s)-sequence in base b. Let b 5 Phv51 qv be the
canonical factorization of b into pairwise coprime prime powers q1 , ? ? ?
, qh . From the fact that any finite commutative ring R with identity and
uRu $ 2 is isomorphic to a direct product of such rings of prime-power
order (see [9, p. 2]), it follows easily that q(R) # q1 . If we now combine
Corollaries 2 and 3, then we obtain
q1 2 1
q21e log q1
(s 1 1) 2
1
log q1
, db(s) #
c
log q1
s 1 1.
From Theorem 6 we deduce that db(s) 5 0 for 1 # s # q1 , and Remark
6 implies that db(s) $ 1 for s $ q1 1 1.
6. AN ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLE AND ITS APPLICATIONS
We point out an elementary principle in the theory of (t, s)-sequences
(see Proposition 4 below) which has not been noticed before. In complete
analogy with Definition 1, an arbitrary sequence x0 , x1 , . . . of points in
Is is defined to be a (t, s)-sequence in base b if for all integers k $ 0 and
m . t the points [xn]b,m with kbm # n , (k 1 1)bm form a (t, m, s)-net in
base b. Here we again have in mind that the coordinates of all points of
the sequence are given by prescribed b-adic expansions of the form oyj51
yjb2j with all yj [ Zb . The discrepancy bound (3) holds as well for (t, s)-
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sequences in base b (compare with Remark 2), and the first part of the
proof of Lemma 1 shows that this lemma is also valid in the following form:
if there exists a (t, s)-sequence in base b, then for every integer m $ t there
exists a (t, m, s 1 1)-net in base b. It is convenient to call an interval J of
the form
J 5 p
s
i51
[aib2di, (ai 1 1)b2di) (13)
with integers di $ 0 and 0 # ai , bdi for 1 # i # s an elementary interval
in base b.
LEMMA 9. Let b $ 2, h $ 1, s $ 1, and 0 # u # m be integers. Then
every (u, m, s)-net in base bh is a (t, hm, s)-net in base b with
t 5 min(hu 1 (h 2 1)(s 2 1), hm).
Proof. The case t 5 hm is trivial, so we can assume that
t 5 hu 1 (h 2 1)(s 2 1) , hm.
Now let J be an elementary interval in base b as in (13) with volume
bt2hm; hence
Os
i51
di 5 hm 2 t 5 h(m 2 u) 2 (h 2 1)(s 2 1). (14)
We write
di 5 hei 2 ri for 1 # i # s,
where ei and ri are integers with 0 # ri , h. Then
J 5 p
s
i51
[aibri(bh)2ei, (aibri 1 bri)(bh)2ei). (15)
Furthermore, from (14) we get
Os
i51
ri ; 1 2 s mod h.
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Since osi51 ri # (h 2 1)s, it follows that
Os
i51
ri # (h 2 1)(s 2 1).
This implies that
Os
i51
ei 5
1
h O
s
i51
di 1
1
h O
s
i51
ri # m 2 u.
In view of (15), J can thus be written as the disjoint union of br11???1rs
elementary intervals in base bh, each having volume b2h(e11???1es) $ (bh)u2m.
Therefore, each of these elementary intervals in base bh contains exactly
bhmb2h(e11???1es) 5 bt2r12???2rs points of a given (u, m, s)-net in base bh (compare
with [15, Remark 4.3]), and so J contains exactly bt points of the net. n
LEMMA 10. Let b $ 2, r $ 0, s $ 1, and 0 # t # m be integers and let
N1 , N2 , . . . , Nbr be (t, m, s)-nets in base b. Then the multiset union N1 <
N2 < ? ? ? < Nbr is a (t 1 r, m 1 r, s)-net in base b.
Proof. This follows by a trivial verification. n
In the following we consider sequences in bases b and bh. Here it is
tacitly assumed that the b-adic and bh-adic expansions of a number are
compatible, in the sense that the bh-adic expansion is obtained by grouping
together h consecutive terms of the b-adic expansion at a time.
PROPOSITION 4. Let b $ 2, h $ 1, s $ 1, and u $ 0 be integers. Then
every (u, s)-sequence in base bh is a (t, s)-sequence in base b with
t 5 hu 1 (h 2 1)s.
Proof. Let x0 , x1 , . . . be a given (u, s)-sequence in base bh. With t as
above, we fix any integer m . t and write it in the form m 5 hp 1 r with
integers p and r such that 0 # r , h. Note that p . u. With a fixed integer
k $ 0, we consider the point set N consisting of the points [xn]b,m with
kbm # n , (k 1 1)bm. Then N can be split up into br point sets of bhp
points, where each such point set consists of the [xn]b,m with lbhp # n ,
(l 1 1)bhp for some fixed integer l $ 0. Now the points
[xn]bh,p 5 [xn]b,hp with lbhp # n , (l 1 1)bhp
form a (u, p, s)-net in base bh, and so it follows from Lemma 9 that the
points [xn]b,m with lbhp # n , (l 1 1)bhp form an (hu 1 (h 2 1)(s 2 1),
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hp, s)-net in base b. An application of Lemma 10 shows that N is an
(hu 1 (h 2 1)(s 2 1) 1 r, hp 1 r, s)-net in base b, and so a (t, m, s)-net
in base b. n
Remark 8. Let q be a prime power and s $ 2. Determine the integer
h $ 1 by qh21 , s # qh. Then in [12, Theorem 6.18], a (0, s)-sequence in
base qh is constructed explicitly. By Proposition 4, this sequence is a (t, s)-
sequence in base q with
t 5 (logq s 2 1) s for s $ 2,
where logq is the logarithm to the base q. The resulting bound t , s logq s
is better than the bound obtained from [13, Corollary 1 and Theorem 2],
where a (Tq(s), s)-sequence in base q with
Tq(s) , s(logq s 1 logq logq s 1 1) for s . q
is constructed. Certain actual values of t are also smaller than the corre-
sponding ones of Tq(s), for instance for q 5 2 and 28 # s # 32. We note
also that this (t, s)-sequence in base q can be generated easily.
PROPOSITION 5. Let b $ 2, h $ 1, s $ 1, and u $ 0 be integers. Then
every (u, s)-sequence in base b is a (t, s)-sequence in base bh with t 5 u/h.
Proof. If x0 , x1 , . . . is a given (u, s)-sequence in base b, then it is also
an (ht, s)-sequence in base b. Thus, for any integers k $ 0 and m . t
the points
[xn]b,hm 5 [xn]bh,m with kbhm # n , (k 1 1)bhm
form an (ht, hm, s)-net in base b. Now by [12, Lemma 2.9], the points
[xn]bh,m with kbhm # n , (k 1 1)bhm form a (t, m, s)-net in base bh. n
As in [12, Definition 8.7], for any integers b $ 2 and s $ 1 we let tb(s)
be the least value of t for which there exists a (t, s)-sequence in base b. It
is trivial that tb(s) # db(s). Propositions 4 and 5 imply the following result.
COROLLARY 4. For all integers b $ 2, h $ 1, and s $ 1 we have
tb(s) 2 (h 2 1)s
h
# tbh(s) # Ltb(s)h J.
For prime powers q we can now get an upper bound for tq(s) with
effective constants and with an explicit construction of the relevant global
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function fields. In particular, we can improve the bounds for tq(s) resulting
from Theorem 4(iii)–(v).
PROPOSITION 6. For every prime power q we have
tq(s) #
3q 2 1
q 2 1
s 2
2qs1/2
(q2 2 1)1/2
for all s $ 1.
In particular, we have
t2(s) # 5s 2
4
Ï3
s1/2 for all s $ 1,
t3(s) # 4s 2
3
Ï2
s1/2 for all s $ 1,
t5(s) #
7
2
s 2
5
Ï6
s1/2 for all s $ 1.
Proof. We use Corollary 4 with b 5 q and h 5 2, together with Theorem
5, to obtain
tq(s) # 2tq2(s) 1 s # 2Vq2(s) 1 s #
3q 2 1
q 2 1
s 2
2qs1/2
(q2 2 1)1/2
. n
Remark 9. Proposition 1 and Corollary 4 imply that tq(s) # s 1 q2 2
q for any prime power q and 1 # s # q3.
APPENDIX
Here we supply explicit global function fields which yield the lower
bounds for Nq(g) listed in Table II in the cases q 5 3, 4, 5. All these
examples can be verified by using [26, Proposition III.7.3, Corollary III.7.4,
and Proposition III.7.8].
(1) q 5 3, g 5 6. Then N(K/F3) 5 13 for K 5 F3(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 5 x3 2 x 1 1, y32 2 y2 5 x(x 2 1).
(2) q 5 3, g 5 7. Then N(K/F3) 5 14 for K 5 F3(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 5 2x(x2 2 x 2 1), y32 2 y2 5
x2 2 1
x
.
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(3) q 5 3, g 5 8. Then N(K/F3) 5 15 for K 5 F3(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 5 x3 2 x 1 1, y32 2 y2 5
x(x 2 1)
x 1 1
.
(4) q 5 3, g 5 9. Then N(K/F3) 5 19 for K 5 F3(x, y1 , y2) with
y31 2 y1 5 x(x 2 1), y32 2 y2 5
x(x 2 1)
x 1 1
.
(5) q 5 3, g 5 13. Then N(K/F3) 5 21 for K 5 F3(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 5 x3 2 x 1 1, y32 2 y2 5
x3 2 x
(x2 2 x 2 1)2
.
(6) q 5 4, g 5 5. Then N(K/F4) 5 16 for K 5 F4(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 1 y1 5 x3, y22 1 y2 5 Sy1xD3.
(7) q 5 4, g 5 6. Then N(K/F4) 5 17 for K 5 F4(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 1 y1 5 x(x 1 1)(x 1 a), y32 5 x2 1 x 1 1,
where a [ F4 with a2 1 a 1 1 5 0.
(8) q 5 4, g 5 7. Then N(K/F4) 5 18 for K 5 F4(x, y1 , y2) with
y21 1 y1 5 x(x 1 1)(x 1 a), y22 1 y2 5
x2 1 x 1 1
x3 1 x 1 1
,
where a [ F4 with a2 1 a 1 1 5 0.
(9) q 5 4, g 5 10. Then N(K/F4) 5 21 for K 5 F4(x, y1 , y2) with
y31 5 x3 1 x 1 1, y32 5 x2 1 x 1 1.
(10) q 5 5, g 5 6. Then N(K/F5) 5 21 for K 5 F5(x, y) with
y5 2 y 5 x(x 2 1)(x 2 2)(x 2 3).
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